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Opinion

Shooting for open carry with no license misses mark

With a Republican-controlled state legislature and a new governor who once referred to himself as a "14-year-old kid on the open carry of handguns. At all its bills pending in the Senate, the NRA has beenendorsed by the gun rights movement.

Legislating open carry may seem like a simple step toward preserving Second Amendment rights. However, any bill that legalizes handgun open carry poses a challenge for the state and presents an opportunity for some to ride it.

bad, because Texas and Massachusetts, it's good enough. Amendment does not guarantee First Amendment rights, " said Rep. Adam Winkler explained that large state officials who are proponents have this ban. UCLA law professor have been filed for the 2015 ses.

When buying a BluRay player, the re -method from mailing DVDs to video on de -ntertainment of America. This decrease in attendance 

"The idea is we're going to re -sense it shows a lack of -yourself in public not only defies -demonstrations. The group Open -nervous, but makes the person car-

In 2010, Netflix switched its distribution -to Netflix are sure to be -ince Netflix does not pick up all new movie -s community. This decrease in attendance -s hit the lip of a police station. But I know -that got out of hand. But I know -Journalism was neither a pop-

Watch out movie theaters, Netflix is coming for you

Online video streaming has been and is be -ing one of the most common ways people want -the internet has long been a great -ts, and revenue is all the more impor-

As a tough profession, but I'm -for the Lariat. Follow 

Correction

In the Jan. 21 article "New provost to assume office in summer," Dr. Edwin Terverman is the Professor of Epilepsy Research and Critical care. Gallagher prepared Health and Social Justice. This has been fixed in the Lariat.

"All big blockbuster movies are moving into television and is using a very large opr-

Editors, Columns & Letters

To submit a Letter to the Editor, email letterstotheeditor@lariat.baylor.edu. All letters must be received by 5 p.m. to be published and 3 p.m. to be posted online. Letters cannot exceed 200 words and must be submitted electronically.ˆ

Lariat Letters

"It's a tough profession, but I'm -for the Lariat. Follow "

Meet the Staff

Online video streaming has been and is becoming one of the most common ways people want to watch their television series and films. Online video streaming has been and is becoming one of the most common ways people want to watch their television series and films. Online video streaming has been and is becoming one of the most common ways people want to watch their television series and films. Online video streaming has been and is becoming one of the most common ways people want to watch their television series and films. Online video streaming has been and is becoming one of the most common ways people want to watch their television series and films.
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The Quidditch Tournament will be Saturday at the Ferrell Center.

Oklahoma at 6 p.m. Saturday at the Hurd Tennis Center.

Baylor vs. University of Virginia

Tennis Center. at 12 p.m. Saturday at the Hurd

Baylor vs. Oklahoma at 6 p.m. Saturday at the Hurd

Baylor vs. Drake/Miami University

12th annual Bearclimb registration open

The 12th Annual Bearclimb registration will be Feb. 28 and will take place at the McLane Student Life Center. It is open to all stu-
dents of any experience level. The cost is $30 and includes a T-shirt, lunch and drinks. A small "glove" bag. Door prizes will be given out at the event. Register before Feb. 12 to guarantee your spot in a T-shirt. You may register online at www.baylor.edu/bearclimb.

Registration opens for student organization fair

From 3-4 p.m., student orga-
nizations are invited to host a table at the Dr Pepper Human Student Organization Fair on Feb. 5. Show what your orga-
nization is all about and recruit new members!

Additional information and reservations can be made by contacting Kathleen_Malone@baylor.edu.

Student Senate is taking applications

There are vacancies in the sec-
tion, senior and sophomore classes of Student Senate. For additional information, contact Lawson, WebView@baylor.edu.

Outdoor Adventure Program spots open

Go on the Extreme Caving Experience on Feb. 14 in Justin. Explore the whitestep and Maple Run Canyons. The cost is $99 and includes lunch, transportation and the entrance fee. Register at the McLane Student Life Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. by Feb. 12.

Baylor Running Club now taking members

Baylor running club meets at 6 a.m. Mondays and Wednesdays at the start of the Bear Trail, 7 p.m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays at Cameron Field and 10 a.m. Saturdays at various locations. For additional information, contact Rachel_Taylor@baylor.edu.

Sigma Phi Lambda now recruiting

Sigma Phi Lambda recruitment will be Feb. 28 in the timeslot in 139 Deaky Academic Building. 50 in on a mesh meeting of the Christian sorority and see what it's all about! For additional information, contact Rachel_Gardner@bay-
er.edu.

Baylor quidditch to host tournament

The Quidditch Tournament will be Saturday, at the Baylor Sports Science Field. Teams from all over Texas will be participating. Admission is free. For additional information, contact Kathleen_Malone@baylor.edu.

Yearbook pages available to Greeks

If your organization or Greek chapter wants a space in the 2014-15 RoundUp yearbook, contact Kim_bay-hail@baylor.edu.

Student ife

Social Media Corner

We tweet you favorite moments @baylorariat

Like The Baylor Lariat on Facebook

Tag us in your favorite photos on Instagram @baylorariat

Bear Briefs

Senators grapple with amount of standardized tests

While we carefully consider changes to assessments and ac-
countability in general, we must distin-

Don't See What You're Looking For?

Tell Your Favorite Business About Our Coupon Page

See What They Have To Offer!
Robert Darden, associate professor of journalism, public relations and new media, samples some of the music he believes was missed in the critically acclaimed movie “Selma.”

“I would just have liked to hear some of the music that transfixed and later transcended Selma. What songs should have been heard in the movie?”

For the march in Selma, in particular, “I would have loved to hear a Civil Rights Memorial architect sang all the way through the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People” sang all the way through ‘Selma, We Are A People.” And the other one, “Oh, Freedom,” was the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People.” And the other one, “Oh, Freedom,” was the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People.”

“I would just have liked to hear some of the music that transfixed and later transcended Selma. What songs should have been heard in the movie?”

For the march in Selma, in particular, “I would have loved to hear a Civil Rights Memorial architect sang all the way through the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People” sang all the way through ‘Selma, We Are A People.” And the other one, “Oh, Freedom,” was the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People.”

“I would just have liked to hear some of the music that transfixed and later transcended Selma. What songs should have been heard in the movie?”

For the march in Selma, in particular, “I would have loved to hear a Civil Rights Memorial architect sang all the way through the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People” sang all the way through ‘Selma, We Are A People.” And the other one, “Oh, Freedom,” was the march as a freedom song and “We Are A People.”
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Men's tennis drops against No. 11 Illini

Nina Davis' versatility sets the tone for Lady Bears

Sophomore forward Nina Davis goes up for a layup during Baylor's 79-47 win over the Cy-Hawks. Davis led the No. 3 Lady Bears with 21 points and 6 rebounds.

Skye Duncan | Lariat Photo Editor
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renting, buying, or trying to

Renton, hiring, or trying to find

This is the perfect outlet. Contact the Baylor Lariat & Classifiers to get your ads on live on ESPN2.

Sign up for a 12 month lease

For sale $1500: Pool Table with cloth are included. Call 254-495-1030.

HOUSING

Entrance Gates

Peaceful Living Spaces! 19thms Duplex. NEW CONSTRUCTION. 2 miles from campus.

254-910-2400

Classifieds & Renting

For sale $1500 plus tax with custom removable top. Pool and tennis included. Call 254-756-6933.
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